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Abstract
Rupi Kaur is a young Canadian poet who employed natural elements in her poems to reflect the genuine human experiences. She has recently made great fame on social media and her poetry collections have made a great impact on Canadian literature. Her poetry can be analyzed through the ecocritical lens. Kaur’s poetry is not abstruse, or metaphysically oriented rather it is easy, and simple and reflects the plight of women and her journey from stumbling, falling, breaking, rising, and finally blooming. This journey sounds more like a non-human experience that is natural for instance the cycle of life of flowers. Through mobilizing several vivid images she channels the metaphors to human life in the form of natural images regarding feeling, shaping, flourishing, and prospering. The ecocritical approach is applied in this paper to pinpoint this common tendency among humans and their counterparts from non-human entities. Moreover, it casts the light on Kaur’s descriptive force and skillfulness in forming settings fit to her perpetual slippage from certain natural asset to the other. The paper also musters certain images, metaphors and other poetic devices to show the ecocritical awareness among people with reference to this modern approach that studies the interconnectedness between nature and
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Applying of the ecocritical approach to Rupi Kaur’s poetry may afford a feasible solution to the physical/transcendental dualism, whereas we observe the formulation of hybrid identity that results from the merging of nature and human attitudes. This study traces the five sections of the Volume “The Sun and Her Flowers” and attributes them to the development of Rupi Kaur the woman.
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this is the recipe of life
said my mother
as she held me in her arms as i wept
think of those flowers i plant
in the garden each year
they will teach you
that people too must wilt fall root
rise in order to bloom
(Kaur 114)

Introduction

Can a man or a poet suffer, lose or wilt and heal him/herself and regain the sense of empowered self with the help of nature? The answer to this question is conceded by Rupi Kaur who is originally from the Eastern part of the world, she was moved to the West as a result of the migration of her family which was in the process of securing a better life. Hence, the power of nature is inherited in her as a woman and as a writer. The Indo-Canadian poet Rupi Kaur went deeper into her magnificent imagination with her shrewd spirit to produce her poetry that is simple, ardent, and eloquent. Her professional handling of meanings to employ natural assets in addition to her usage of literary devices gave her art fame and won her the readers’ attention. Her descriptive skill and capability to create settings that match thoughtful spirit which hinges on nature and its elements.

Kaur is a young best-selling poet in the United States of America and she is one of the modern generations that is considered one of the bestselling poets that employed social media platforms to spread their writing (Jindal, 2017, P.800). Kaur is a talented immigrant who successfully made her debut in her first collection “milk and honey” (2014) in which she made a great impression among readers from the US and Canada. Her Punjabi background along with the Western philosophy of Canada has made a profound impact on shaping her poetic gift. Her subject matter revolves around the inner power of women, the power of the female body, and the roots of the individuals. Her poems assume feminist themes like the objectification of women's bodies, the sexuality of women, and immigration and its consequences in addition to general subjects like love, disappointment, and psychological bearings. Kaur has given nuance to her thematic concern through employing subject-matters related to women’s plight as immigrant, insecure, deserted, abused and ignored. On the other hand she was able to produce the hybrid identity of woman who can go through burdens and survive. Rupi Kaur is a special poet who usually crosses the boundaries set by the traditional way of writing as well as of punctuation. The reader can witness in her writings a departure from the fixed rhymes and patterns of rhythm. For the sake of simplicity she addresses the minds of her readers of everyday life. Kaur’s writing is made to demolish abstruseness for the favor of simplicity and accessibility (McQuillan, P.2, 2018). She always uses small letters in her headings, subheadings and everywhere else in her texts. She mixes free verse with blank verse at several occasions. Hence, for any reader of her works it must not be a surprise to see a title of a poem in small letters. In addition she never uses capital letters even for names.
Kaur’s poems are almost composed with eco-critical foundations as she prefers to consult environmental assets, and natural creatures in the making of her poems. This paper pinpoints the role of nature indices as source of power to the build of the individual in this indifferent world. The poet employs a set of environmental elements to display her emotions and passions about her existence and associations. The researcher examines Rupi Kaur’s attitude toward the power of nature as well as her approach to articulating it, which is central to “a relatively new movement in cultural studies” (Gifford, 2008, P.15) called ecocriticism. The power of nature is manifested in the creatures and environmental elements, however, the character that Kaur is trying to bring forth is a combination of both human beings and natural entities. For instance, about the idea behind her 2017 volume “the sun and her flowers” as she always prefers to use small letters in all her writings, she claims that “the sun can represent this woman and flowers are the relationships that she has from life.” (Foyles 2019). Hence, the bearings of kaur’s poetry revolve around the mutual tenderness of the natural assets and her genuine and unique reverence of emotions, attitudes and passions. The man nature relationship is set on the basis of such stern bond between Kaur as a woman and the external settings around which culminates in her poetic renderings. The young poet Rupi Kaur has passed as a woman and as an artist. She has sealed her fame and name in a brief time and adverse stage of her life that is resettlement project of her immigrant father who carried her all the way from the East to the west i.e Canada.

Ecocriticism

As an emerging approach to literature the ecocriticism is made is a background to plenty of literary texts especially in our contemporary time. The go green slogan is raised with a positive attitude to obtain a better health and wellbeing. On the mental level ecocriticism is stressed to show the inspirational and motivational derives that help individuals to secure a better place in this crowded world. Rupi Kaur’s poetry is almost revolves around nature and its relationship to the manifestations of it in humans. Ecocriticism is a “study in the relationship between the literature and the physical environment”. (Glotfelty & Fromm, 1996, p. xviii) It illustrates the writers' imagination about nature and the extent to which they are affected by the environmental "recognition of nature as a spontaneous and naturally organized system in which all parts are harmoniously interrelated" (Oelschlaeger,1991, P.8) Ecocriticism hence, assumes emerging perspectives to literary criticism via such mutual and closely acquainted relationship between "the experiencing body and experienced environment" (Heise, 2006, p.512). Ecology and its teachings in Europe emerged in literature with a new term called Ecocriticism coined by the American critic William Rueckert in 1978. Ecocriticism as a literary theory developed in a time after the introduction of other literary theories like post-colonialism, post-modernism, structuralism and Deconstructionism, the mentioned theories had an impact on Ecocriticism. With time, ecocriticism started to grow in the American literary arena and flourished to advanced stages to form an emerging school of criticism during the 1990’s that is famously named the school of Ecocriticism. (Pattanaik, 2019, pp.1-2) Ecological writings depart the traditional ways of romantic poetry that investigate man's encounter with nature and arrive at the embodiment of the natural elements as living behaving, and feeling in a similar way to man. Rupi Kaur finds prosperity, confidence, valor, and other virtuous
features in nature that help her face and fight the burdens of her daily life in the adverse community that tries to strip her of her pure female image. Thus, she finds power and support in nature which is why she writes her thoughts through poetry that is ecological and nature oriented. Ecological poetry is always pure, sublime, and ecstatic in a world of indifference and indulgence in materialism. The ecocritical indices are manifested in William Shakespeare’s plays, John Milton’s Godly epic Paradise Lost, Lord Alfred Tennyson’s religious poems, Walt Whitman’s ascetic poems, Thomas Hardy’s nature oriented poems, Henry David Thoreau’s ecological poetry, Ralph Waldo Emerson’s transcendental poetry, Robert Frost’s nature poems, and Mary Oliver.

As an Interdisciplinary theory: Ecocriticism is a globally wide approach that is by its mere nature interdisciplinary. It draws its sustainability from the existing literary approaches. Other sciences appeared at the front to add to this field, hence, emerging theories like Post-colonialism, Ecofeminism, and Ecospiritualism have flourished. However, Ecocriticism unlike those approaches in the fact that it focuses on the nature of the earth as an ecospace and not social spaces, Ecocriticism considers it as an ecosphere, moreover, ego-consciousness is dismayed for the sake of eco-consciousness. As a result, it is a nature centric way of writing that enhances and promotes self-awareness, empowerment, and equality of common sense among human beings and other nonliving counterparts from nature. (Mishra, 2016, P.169) It can build, heal and empower man as nature reveals in the works of God.

In “Literature and Ecology: An Experiment in Ecocriticism”, William Rueckert draws upon the interconnectedness and interdependence of the poetry and biosphere. He adds that Walt Whitman:

poems come out of the poets, go up into the atmosphere to create a kind of poetic atmosphere, come down upon us in the form of poetic rain, nourish us and make us creative, and then are recycled. Without this poetic atmosphere and cultural cycle, he says, we would die as human beings (Rueckert,1978, p. 118).

Hence, it is like “ontological interchange between Whitman and the biosphere” that works as “energy pathway” between these two factors; one maintains the other (p. 118).

**Review of Literature**

The significance of ecocriticism is broad in terms of representation and analysis, many writers handled nature, environment, and the landscape differently. The Romantic poets during the late eighteen century held nature as central to their thematic concerns. However, these romantic attempts have found a dualistic existence between human and non-human entities, with greater attention to be paid to humans as superior to the other part of this duality. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries forest writing for instance has been manifested in the writings of William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1605) and As You Like (1623), and John Milton’s epic Paradise Lost (1667). These sylvan and pastoral works helped to enhance the formation of the individual as well as nationally shaped the identity of it. In the case of Shakespeare, his characters try to repudiate the assumption that culture is formed out of the city by attributing it to the individual's interaction with nature or the environment that he/she dwells. (Theis, 2009, p.xiii) In Milton’s case the relationship is made on divine ground, and enhancing the identity and its knowledge can better be comprehended through the
use of natural elements like wood, tree, or forest to show the interdependent relationship between man, nature, and God. (Theis, 2009, p.xv)

Unlike the romantic poetry of Shelley, Keats, and Wordsworth call for nature as a hub for man's orientation and behavior, thus man's actions are always interpreted with correlation to nature. Hence, the duality of man's nature is accentuated. Ecological poetry aims at unity with other non-humans that is expressed in environmental assets like the sun, moon, flowers, etc. Meanwhile, Romantic poetry strived to assume nature as a vehicle to give meaning to human existence and dispositions, ecological poetry employed nature as a medium to assert self-awareness, empowerment, and healing through union with nature. Wordsworth's "proto-ecological" poetry afford modern man, that dwells in a world harassed by degradation and shadows of illusive reality and modernity, a different perspective through which he can observe the interdependence between him and nature in a huge horizon of nature. Wordsworth’s major target of crowning nature can be seen as a wake-up call to show that man is not superior to nature. (Ramazani & Bazregarzadeh, 2014, p.7)

S.T. Coleridge, probably the most anxious to the question of how poetic creation symbolizes the works of human life, ‘imaginative unity is an organic unity: a self-evolved system, constituted by a living interdependence of parts’ (Abrams, P.175,1953:). This idea of Nature’s generative capability rendered in the mind of the human is the aesthetic equivalent to his holistic imagination:

Our noontide Majesty, to know ourselves
Parts and proportions of one wondrous whole!
This fraternizes man, this constitutes
Our charities and bearings.


Waldo Ralph Emerson (1803-1882) was an American thinker and patronized Transcendentalism who wrote several essays on developing a personality that is free, independent, and sound. Emerson's main target is man however, he lays bare the significance of nature and its interconnectedness to man

He attacks modernity for being inappreciative of nature with all of its amenities and confines itself to its materialistic use of it. Interestingly, he mentions, man intentionally denies his sympathy to mother nature and distrusts it, meanwhile remembering Jesus Christ employed the force of nature as he healed people of their calamities and sicknesses. In addition to the self-healing power, eloquence sustained by nature for that abolished slavery and nourished enthusiasm. (Wanzenried, 2019, P.35)

The early twentieth century was described as the age of modernity in all walks of life, however, poets like T.S. Eliot have shown their disinterested commentaries on this age, in his magnum opus The Waste Land (1922) he displayed the marred environment of Europe in a post-World War settings as a barren and dissolute land, man is his second subject is crippled and fragmented. Eliot called for Christian mythologies, Hindu philosophy, and Buddhist teaching to reform man and the land that was annihilated and sabotaged by the shadows of modernity.

(Fleming, 2020) his essay “All We Know Comes from You: W. B. Yeats and Ecocriticism” shows the reader that Yeats is known for employing Ecocritical elements in his poetry which the researcher considered as part of the Ecocritical awareness. His approach to that was spirituality to be inspired by nature and his writing was sustained
with images of sacred places. For example, the natural environment in *The Stare's Nest by My Window* (1924) and *The Towers* (1928) helps the speaker gain his real reason and supply the road to spiritual atonement. Yeats expresses his ardent observation of the natural elements, animals, and the Irish countryside in his poetry. He further, explores the interdependence between nature and culture. His aim here is to build, create, and nurture. Moreover, he earnestly urges not to miss the correlation with nature and its healing power: the natural environment inspires the poet about new life (Fleming, 2020, PP.58-62).

The American poet Robert Frost is known for his nature oriented writings and has also been among the writers who exquisitely added to the eco-critical concepts in his poems in the post-1930 era. *Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening* (1923), *After Apple Picking* (1914), *The Road Not Taken* (1916), and many more poems by Frost, can be analyzed from an Ecocritical perspective. Robert Frost intelligently designed these poems to teach readers about their correlation to nature and certain natural elements. For instance, the following lines:

“And there’s a barrel that I

didn’t fill

Beside it, there may be two or

three Apple

I didn’t pick upon.

But I am done with apple

picking now” (Frost, 1973,p.86)

The above lines study the human mode of achieving and not achieving unending desires humans are exposed to the threat of demising and fading away at a certain point, and they are ultimately and merely responsible for their misery and pain. (Shrivastwa,2020, PP.21-22). However, Frost's objective is to raise the human's consciousness towards the affinity between the natural surroundings, landscapes, terrains, dispositions, wants, desires, and decisions of the mind of humans.

(Rosa,2013) in her essay “Bridging Opposites: An Ecocritical Approach to Mary Oliver’s Poetry" tries to bring the readers' attention to the dichotomy of self/nature and how Mary Oliver attempts to reunite with nature through the rich and vivid images that she employs in her poems. To merge with nature was her sincere effort. “Oliver seems to be faithful to the original Romanticism tendency to reunite the self with nature” (Rosa, P.122).She rejuvenates the spiritual link that connects her to other than human entities as she feels fulfilled and happy in this way.

(Islam,2020) in his essay titled A Gynocritic Study of Rupi Kaur’s Milk and Honey studies the suitability of Elaine Showalter’s theory of feminist criticism, that she named gynocriticism, in Rupi Kaur’s collection of milk and honey(2014). To achieve this, the researcher attempts to authenticate the urge for a text that approach women issues as proved in this collection of poetry. According to Islam Kaur’s poems exert a comprehensive use of the gynocriticism that was proposed long time prior to Rupi Kaur’s time. This paper also confirms the need for a text that deals with feminine experiences as employed in Kaur’s poetry. It further examines the poems similarities to and Rupi Kaur’s insights of the common feminist ideas of the time through analyzing the parts of the book. Islam’s testimony is authenticated in his conclusion that woman should write and
in a certain genre that is more feminine. They must have the freedom to choose, and more particularly to find the suitable channel for their literary product. And in the same way of Rupi Kaur, platforms like facebook, instagram, twitter etc. can afford women this type of independence and liberate them from the male-centered traditional print media. (Masini, 2018) has written a dissertation titled “Rupi Kaur’s Poetry: Trauma and Healing” tries to display the poetry of Rupi Kaur as a successful model of how a young female poet that change her stumbling experiences of trauma of her early childhood. Her poetry reflects such transition from shock to healing. Masini considers Kaur’s poetry as inspirational to everybody that, stumbles to secure a better identity in new place like Canada. The dissertation also focuses on Kaur’s Indian background amidst of her new socializing crisis and later passing as a well-known poet, and as an immigrant child from Punjab Kaur have shown resilience and prosperity in a diverse existence.

(Mccracken, 2019) in his This thesis titled “Toward an Instapoetics: On the poetry and the Poets of Instagram” commented on the digital-literary platform of that is known as instapoetry, which is, the type of poetry posted on the social media. Tracing a critical interpretation of Instagram’s structure and implied rationales, Mccracken analyses the online poems and activity of several well-known instapoets like the Indian Canadian Rupi Kaur, the Spanish Elvira Sastre, and the Brazilian Ryane Leão. Assuming a comparative study of their particular approaches to instapoetry—print and in an online version, this thesis follows the interrelated bond between social platform and the content they produced and posted on the Instagram.

(Kruger, 2017) in his essay titled “The technopo(e)litics of Rupi Kaur:(De)colonial AestheTics and spatial narrations in the DigiFemme age” this paper strive to prove that Kaur’s poems are assisting to understand emerging dynamics in our current communities. Her feminine oriented poems are definitely effective as they are inclusive, yet her poetry does not assume a colour blind sample. Kruger further adds that she manifests her own ethnic culture into the public filed by rejecting to relinquish her identity. In various times in her poetry, the focus is placed on her double culture attitude; this idea disturbs the social construct of the immigrants as neither perpetually foreign nor fully merging so as to belong. Hence, she demolishes stereotyped patterns inflicted on the immigrants. Her combination of feminism and her ethnicity calls upon the cultural consciousness.

The present study of Rupi Kaur’s poetry focuses on the ecocritical indices that are involved in her poetry. The researcher in this endeavor tends to pinpoint the artistic approach of mobilizing the environmental and ecological images, metaphors, and other poetic devices by the poet. Hence, it is an attempt at analyzing and interpreting the relationship between nature and man through an ecocritical lens. The significance of this study shows the novelty of this research attempt into the human mind that is empowered and sustained by the natural order of the ecosystem. As a result the poet produces a poetry that enhances the hybrid identity of woman that achieves triumph for herself in the world that suppresses and subjugates women.

**Discussion**

Rupi Kaur is an intelligent young poetess who sealed her fame and name through two popular collections of poetry *Milk and Honey* (2014) and the collection in this paper *The Sun and her Flowers* (2017). Kaur made a successful attempt at integrating her
poems with experiences yielded in human emotions and environmental awareness. In her *The Sun and her Flowers* she has sketched five stages that she believes has experienced as a diaspora type of woman and poet: “wilting. falling. rooting. rising. and blooming.” (Verma 2018). As flower lives, suffers, and passes through burdens and hardships, they however may find the strength to survive again rise and flourish.

Rupi Kaur has personally gone through new experiences in her second country Canada, and she witnessed some ups and downs till she found her place as a woman and a poet. She expressed her thoughts and feelings of depression and disappointment with love in association with other non-human creatures around her. Thus, she wilts fading away as a flower leading us to imagine the awareness of the ecosystem and its bearings in most of her poems:

```
i live for that first second in the morning
when i am still half-conscious
i hear the hummingbirds outside
flirting with the flowers
i hear the flowers giggling
and the bees growing jealous
when i turn over to wake you
it starts all over again
the panting
the wailing
the shock
of realizing
that you’ve left
```

(Kaur 19)

As part of the first section of *The Sun and her Flowers* “wilting” this poem delineates the situation of feeling of disappointment with loss, the poet uses effective poetic devices to express her status as a wilted and defeated by the loss of her love. The poet uses personification to send the reader deep into her haunted soul and consciousness of the pleasure among the other non-human creatures like birds, flowers, and other insects that represent the elements of nature. “The interconnectedness of all living beings and ecosystems is emphasized through personification” (Anjutha, 2023, P.339). Meanwhile, the reader could deduce that her insights and impulses assume the form of other creatures afforded by nature. The hummingbirds flirt, the flowers giggle and the bees grow jealous. These vivid images reflect the sweet heaven painted by God to display her love, however, she realizes that her partner is not there to share such a naturally decorated atmosphere. She recluses to grief, sighs, and pain of being apart, hence bringing about her withering soul. Metaphor is sustained in this poem by using the elements of ecosystems namely the flowers that are the poet herself and the birds and bees are the lovers who seek her or inflect the hurt upon her.

The first section of *The Sun and her Flowers* “Wilting” investigates alienation, hurt, pain, and breaking. The poet uses images from nature to emphasize the lost beauty of her existence due to the patriarchy of human beings namely male-centered society that relegates women under certain circumstances. In this example Kaur wanted to foster the meaning of loss through the acting of negligence and indifference of the lover who left and the poem closes with the sense of realizing that she is left alone. This part of the
collection introduces the plight of the woman who wilts in the same way flower does. Hence, the ecocritical approach is employed to reflect the metaphoric perception drawn between nature and the culture of the people.

on the last day of love
my heart cracked inside my body
i spent the entire night
casting spells to bring you back
i reached for the last bouquet of flowers
you gave me
now wilting in their vase
one
by
one
i popped their heads off
and ate them

(Kaur 10-11)

There is a kind of dualism in these lines as the poet express her destruction through the image of the ‘cracked heart’ and the ‘wilting flowers’. Such a dualism codes the human and non-human interconnectedness. The poet’s heart is cracked and the flowers are wilted. Besides dualism, the poet this context may want to merge with nature or live on it by eating the flowers. In a similar context this experience is observed in Mary Oliver’s following poem:

I ever caught...
Later
I opened his body and separated
the flesh from the bones
And eat him.

( Oliver II-13)

Then, she employs her intuitions to act and feel the other. Such sensuous connection eases it for Olive and the fish to share power, calling up on identification as well as merging (Graham, 1994).

In her poem- *i don't need more friends* kaur muses upon the human experience of relationships and sets it in comparison to the natural behavior of non-humans as she ponders:

you ask
if we can still be friends
i explain how a honeybee
does not dream of kissing
the mouth of a flower
and then settle for its leaves

(Kaur 50)

The image of the honeybee as mentioned earlier could reflect the male in a given relationship and the flowers must be the female, another symbol employed in these lines that is the leaves, the poet has made such a comparison to illustrate the malfunction of
relationships, a man leaves her for the sake of something inferior to her, she wonders why honeybee sways from flowers to settle for its leaves. The leaves symbolize the extra relationships or trivialities of the male in a relationship. The ecosystem of non-humans works minutely and never breaks the plans of nature; Kaur sees in it an optimal model to follow. However, she can only bewail for it and ended up in isolation from friends as the title of this poem yields.

In the second section of the sun and her flowers “Falling”, Kaur opens up with this short poem - *depression is a shadow living inside me*:

```
yesterday
when i woke up
the sun fell to the ground and rolled away
flowers beheaded themselves
all that’s left alive here is me
and i barely feel like living
```

( Kaur 56)

The ecocritical approach musters the relationship between man and nature and posits interdependence between the two. Modern ecological poetry sustains the same feature “The telos of the individual, his or her full development as a human being, cannot be conceived except in the context of a flourishing nature.” (Hinchman& Hinchman 1989, P.210). Kaur in this poem announces the demise of the natural elements around her, the sun is faded, and the flowers demolished themselves. It appears that she is drastically falling. Her thoughts that are decorated with flowers are not there to inspire her, and the sun is the steadfast image that gives light of hope, love, and warmth seizes to exist. Now she is alone and can barely be called living. With the absence of natural elements, the speaker of the poem declares how her life deteriorated and destined to fall into the sorrows of loneliness.

Rupi Kaur as mentioned before that she is a diaspora poet who is originally from India, she observed that the root is a strong and tough bond of one’s life. She acknowledges that through the disposition of her mother. Her mother is a Sikh from Punjab India migrated a long time ago to Canada. Here is a short poem by Kaur to show her mother’s groping for roots:

```
leaving her country
was not easy for my mother
i still catch her searching for it
in foreign films
and the international food aisle
```

( Kaur 116)

This was one of the poems included in the section Rooting. Kaur is affected by her mother's affections towards her motherland, this is to honor the root in her poems and how she can relate to what her parents are. They empower her. Kaur in her poem –*honor the root* she opines that she attributes her talents and power of writing to what her family sowed and made later her fabric that is fed by the roots of her mother that belongs to Punjab in India

```
breathe in the people
who sewed you whole
```
it is you who became yourself
but those before you
are a part of your fabric

(Kaur139)

These lines are a kind of message to Kaur to consider her roots and the family line that ascends and contributes to the making of her talent in this indifferent world. Hence, she gets glimpses to rise and thrive again. The ecocritical constructs here are developed in the title of this poem and with the symbolism of 'the root' which symbolizes the values and principles of Rupi Kaur’s family. Furthermore, the poet also refers to the mutual fabric that ascends from ancestors down to children. Thus, the roots of her family yield the importance of her present migrant life and the poet later can rely on to rise after falling in the subsequent section of this poetry collection.

In her poem Celebrations, Rupi Kaur expresses her sense of triumph over her defeat. She associated her mirth with that of the orange tree. As part of the natural elements, the orange tree reflects her happiness. The Image of a blossoming orange tree is an ecological metaphor for Kaur’s expression of winning and rising above the emotional damage caused by her previous status of falling. As can be traced in her poem:

the orange trees refused to blossom
unless we bloomed first
when we met
they wept tangerines
can’t you tell
the earth has waited its whole life for this

(Kaur 158)

Kaur’s poetic skillfulness is manifested through her use of images from the ecosystem to reflect her message of deliverance and achievement for instance 'earth' is employed here to reflect such flourishing, fulfillment, and satisfaction. As in the words of Bate “Poetry is the place where we save the earth” (2000, P.283) Thus, reaching the status of ‘rising’ that the speaker in the poem expressed as ‘blooming’, and ‘blossoming’ on the account of the orange trees as well as she and her lover. And the interconnectedness between nature on the one hand and humans on the other hand is implemented.

many try
but cannot tell the difference
between a marigold and my skin
both of them are an orange sun
blinding the ones who have not learned to love the light

(Kaur 235)

Amidst of all the technological advancement and contemporary smart age kaur plays much tide to nature than the busy world, as Cixous renounces the impact of modernity, honor the woman and place her near to nature.(p153,1986). Hence, the poet in the above lines assimilates with nature through the image of the ‘orange sun’. The poet in the final section of The Sun and her Flowers which she calls it ‘blooming’ wants to convey her message to the reader that she bloomed again as she will do every time. Against all the odds she shines bright as the sun. Kaur used another poetic device which is a comparison
between her skin and marigold flower. Through this image, the poet attempts to draw an analogy between her brightness and that of the yellowish flower. She extended the comparison to the sun. Hence, the environmental motif is emphasized. Employing such natural elements, sun, and flowers Kaur musters the ecosystem awareness in her poetry. She further adds that the light of her heart and soul is as bright as that of a sunbeam which blinds those who are not acquainted with how to treat a woman with kindness. There is a metaphor for her bright light as the yellow marigold image suggests. Furthermore, this colour brightness helps the flowers to bloom in the same way it helps women to shine and thrive.

Conclusion

Rupi Kaur has simply written about the everyday life woman in a modern Western community, with a background of a struggling Punjabi family who sought a better place to live. Through her exquisite imaginative poetic skill, she passed as a woman and as a writer with outstanding fame. This paper pinpointed Kaur’s employment of natural elements and she amplified ecocritical consciousness. Ecocriticism is a modern approach to showing the relationship between man and nature and how the latter affected poetry in contemporary times. Nature is always an indispensable source of poetic imagery and other poetic devices for poetry since the classical, romantics, and Victorians down to our times. However, the reference to nature in classical and Romantic poetry was almost mythical, and theological. The present time witnesses drastic change in this respect which calls upon ecocritical justice that demolishes the superiority of nature over humans or the other way around. The metaphoric use of the natural elements in Rupi Kaur’s poetry assumes no supremacy of nature but equality in features and characteristics of human disposition. She considered the power of women to secure their existence in life as the way the natural order of the environment mechanically operates at certain points in time. Hence, the reader can comprehend the segregation of her poetry collections. In her Milk and Honey (2014) she also divides the volume into two binary oppositions that form the whole body of this volume as follows ‘hurting’, ‘loving’, ‘breaking’, and finally ‘healing’. Through a set of illustrative images, Kaur composes poems of pain, agony, disappointment, and emotional damage, yet she provides remedies to the calamity in another way and she associates the healing with ecosystem assets like sun, flowers, honey, honeybees, etc.

The present paper has shown the reader association of feeling and experiencing which is typically the same process of man and nature when they go through hard and thick times. They wilt, break, fall, rise, and bloom. With the help of many issues related to nature, rooting, nationalism, and the power of the feminine body and voice. This paper though is not feminist-oriented yet it maintains the woman as a central theme in Kaur’s poetry and set it in comparison with the sun, flowers, and certain other images from nature. This nature is powerful and works in a systematic natural order that allows no deficiency, Hence, the reader can comprehend how the woman who is violated, pressurized and discriminated against suffers the pain of breaking, negligence, and falling, and again she flourishes and gets healed in a way similar to other non-living entities.
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